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Abstract
Diagrams of Lie algebras have natural cohomology and deformation theories. The relationship
between Lie and Hochschild cohomology allows one to reduce these to the associative case, where
the cohomology comparison theorem asserts that for every diagram of associative algebras there is
a single associative algebra whose cohomology and deformation theories are the same as those of
the entire diagram. We show that the cohomology of a diagram of Lie algebras with coefﬁcients
in a diagram of Lie modules is canonically isomorphic to that of a single associative algebra with
coefﬁcients in a single bimodule, but the existence of operations analogous to those in the associative
case remains unknown. In the last section, we construct a single cochain complex from a diagram of
cochain complexes and derive the usual mapping cone and cylinder.
© 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Diagrams of algebras
A diagram of algebras over a small category C is a contravariant functor A from C to
some categoryA of algebras (e.g. associative, Lie, or in general, over some operad). In the
simplest non-trivial case, an algebra morphism B → A may be viewed as a diagram over
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the poset (partially ordered set) {0 → 1}, with B = A(1), A = A(0). A very special but
important case is the inclusion of a subalgebra into an algebra. Here is a geometric example:
Let C be an open covering of a complex analytic manifoldV containing with every pair
of open sets their intersection. View it as a category whose objects are the sets themselves
with morphisms the inclusions. That is, whenever i and j are objects of C such that i ⊂ j
then there is a unique morphism i → j . This category is again a poset. Letting A(i) be
the ring of holomorphic functions in i andA(j)→ A(i) be the restriction morphism gives
a diagram of commutative associative algebras the formal aspects of whose deformation
theory includes both that of Froelicher–Nijenhuis–Kodaira–Spencer aswell as deformations
to non-commutative manifolds (For complex manifolds it is convenient to take the covering
by Stein opens because these have only trivial cohomology. For algebraic varieties one
would similarly take the covering by afﬁne opens.)Amorphism between smooth or complex
varieties gives rise to a morphism between their Lie algebras of vector ﬁelds. Among the
important examples of diagrams consider an algebra with a group of automorphisms. This
may be viewed as a diagram over the group considered as a category with but a single object.
Every diagram has its cohomology; in the latter case this is equivariant cohomology.
A signiﬁcant difference between the associative case and others is that in the associative
case one has the “cohomology comparison theorem” (CCT), cf. [12]. This asserts that
for every diagram A of associative unital algebras there is a single algebra which we
denote A!! and for every diagramM of A-bimodules there is a single A!!-bimoduleM!!
such that H ∗(A,M) is canonically isomorphic to H ∗(A!!,M!!). In particular, H ∗(A,A)
is canonically isomorphic to H ∗(A!!,A!!), so the former carries a Gerstenhaber algebra
(G-algebra) structure since the latter does (being the cohomology of a single ring with
coefﬁcients in itself, cf. [8]). Moreover, the deformation theory of the entire diagram A is
identical with that of the single algebra A!!. In the Lie case the cohomology of a single
algebra with coefﬁcients in itself carries no cup product (as the natural deﬁnition of the cup
product of two cocycles always gives a coboundary), but it does have a graded Lie product
which, as in the associative case, ‘controls’ the deformation theory. One would therefore
expect a graded Lie product in the cohomology of a diagram of Lie algebras. We have a
candidate but have not proven that it is correct. For a diagram of Lie algebras, however,
one would also expect to have, in general, a non-trivial cup product in the cohomology
(and hence a full G-algebra structure) whenever the nerve of the underlying category has a
non-trivial cup product in its simplicial cohomology. The next section has an example.
In the Lie case, we show that if L is a diagram of Lie algebras andM a diagram ofmodules
over it, then there is a single associative algebra A!! and a single A!!-bimoduleM!! over
it such that the Lie cohomology H ∗Lie(L,M) is canonically isomorphic to the Hochschild
cohomologyH ∗Hoch(A!!,M!!). However, whenM is L itself then L!! is not the same asA!!.
As a result, while we do exhibit a conjectured graded Lie algebra structure onH ∗(L,L) we
do not have a candidate for the full G-algebra structure.
To apply the CCT to the Lie case we prove the following basic result: Suppose we have
a Lie algebra g over a coefﬁcient ring k and a g-module M which we may view also as
a left module over the universal enveloping algebra of g. Let U = Ug be the universal
enveloping algebra and  : U → k be its counit (The kernel I of  is the ‘augmentation
ideal’.) MakeM into a U-bimoduleM by settingmu=m(u)= (u)m form ∈ M,u ∈ U .
Then HnLie(g,M) = HnHoch(U,M). Recall that for a group G and G-module M we have
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Hngroup(G,M) = HnHoch(kG,M), where kG is the group algebra of G over the coefﬁcient
ring k, M is a k-module on which G operates, and  : kG → k is again the counit. The
foregoing result thus puts the Lie and group theories in perfect analogy. When G is a Lie
group it should be possible to deduce the Lie result from that for groups. The Lie result
in turn is an immediate consequence of the following proposition due to Hochschild [18]:
let A be an associative k-algebra and N,M be left A-modules. View Homk(N,M) as an
A-bimodule by setting (af b)(n) = a(f (bn)) for a, b ∈ A and f ∈ Homk(N,M). Then
ExtnA(N,M)=HnHoch(A,Homk(N,M)), where Ext here is k-relative (no restriction when
k is a ﬁeld). An analogous result holds for Tor. We give here brief proofs of both. In a
subsequent note, we will consider the problem of deforming a Lie algebra as one of giving
a special kind of deformation of the Rees ring of its universal enveloping algebra.
Recently Frégier [6] has deﬁned cohomology and given a deformation theory for mor-
phisms of Lie algebras. While this is a special case of diagram cohomology, it is useful to
see it computed explicitly in the simplest non-trivial case.
2. The cohomology of a diagram of algebras
Although originally stated only for associative algebras, the Gerstenhaber–Schack deﬁ-
nition of the cohomology of a diagram of algebras is actually quite general. Suppose that
we are given a categoryA of algebras over some coefﬁcient ring k, and for each algebra A
of the category an abelian category of modules (which in the associative case typically are
bimodules) such that for every A-module M there are cochain groups Cn(A,M) together
with coboundary operators alg : Cn → Cn+1 deﬁning cohomology groups (actually k-
modules) Hn(A,M). (In the associative case alg will be the Hochschild coboundary and
in the Lie case that of Chevalley–Eilenberg.) Suppose that these cochain groups are co-
variant as functors of M, contravariant as functors of A, and that the coboundary operator
commutes with the functorial morphisms. The cohomology groups are then again covariant
in M and contravariant in A. If we have a diagram A ofA algebras over a small category
C then by anA-moduleM we will mean a diagram of abelian groups over C such that for
each i ∈ obC the groupM(i) is an A(i)-module and for each morphism  : i → j the
mapM() :M(j) →M(i) is a morphism of A(j)-modules whereM(i) is viewed as an
A(j)-module by virtue of the morphismA() : A(j)→ A(i).
To deﬁne theGS cohomology groupsHn(A,M)weneedﬁrst the nerve ofC.A 0-simplex
of this complex is just an object i ofC. For q > 0 a (non-degenerate) q-simplex of the nerve
ofC is any q-tuple of composablemorphisms=(i0 → i1 → · · · → iq) none ofwhich is an
identity morphism.Wewill call i0 the domain of , denoted d and iq its codomain, c. The
0th and qth faces of are given, respectively, by 0=(i1 → · · · → iq), q=(i0 → · · · →
iq−1). For 0<r <q deﬁne r by composing the maps ir−1 → ir and ir → ir+1 so that
symbolically we have r=(i0 → · · · → ir−1 → ir+1 → · · · → iq). LettingCq(C) be the
set of all formal ﬁnite linear combinations of q-simplices and setting =∑qr=0(−1)rr
one has a chain complex whose qth group is Cq(C). Note that if  = (i0 → · · · → iq)
thenM(d)=M(i0) is a module overA(iq)=A(c) by virtue of the composite morphism
(i0 → iq). LetCp,q be the k-module of all functions onCq(C)which send a q-simplex  to
a cochain  ∈ Cp(A(c),M(d)). The image of  under will be denoted . Setting, as
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before, = (i0 → · · · → iq), those faces r with 0<r <q all have the same domain and
codomain as , but the ﬁrst and last do not. Let  =A(iq−1 → iq) : A(iq) → A(iq−1).
Then q deﬁned by sending a1, . . . , ap ∈ A(iq) to q(a1, . . . ,aq) is again in
Cp(A(c),M(d)). Setting T =M(i0 → i1) : M(i1) → M(i0) we also have T0 ∈
Cp(A(c),M(d)). Writing symbolically
 = T0 +
q−1∑
r=1
(−1)rr + (−1)qq,
we now have commuting coboundaries, the algebraic alg : Cp,q → Cp+1,q and the
simplicial simp : Cp,q → Cp,q+1 deﬁned by (simp) = . Finally, set Cn(A,M) =
⊕p+q=nCp,q and deﬁne the total coboundary  : Cn → Cn+1 by
() = simp() + (−1)dim alg().
The GS cohomology groups H ∗(A,M) are the cohomology groups of this complex.
The GS cohomology deﬁned above is meaningful also for the Lie case (and others).
The deﬁnition of a deformation of a diagram A is always the same: a diagram of k[[t]]-
algebras and k[[t]]-linear morphisms which when reduced modulo t gives the original
diagram. As shown in [12, Sections 21.4–.5] one cannot, in general, identify inﬁnitesimal
deformationswith elements ofH 2(A,A) because of possible twisting of the diagramwhich
results from the fact that the algebras in the diagram generally have inner automorphisms
(equally meaningful in the associative and Lie cases). This difﬁculty disappears when the
category C has a terminator, cf. again [12] or is a diagram of commutative associative
algebras. In particular, when C is the poset (0 → 1), everything goes precisely as for a
single algebra. In this case one has a single algebra morphism  : B → A and module
morphism T : N → M where N is a B-module (bimodule in the associative case), M is
an A-module, and T is a morphism of B-modules when M is considered as a B-module by
virtue of. There are precisely three simplices, the 0-simplices (0) and (1) and a 1-simplex
denoted simply (01). An n-cochain therefore has three components,  = (0,1,01),
where 0 ∈ Cn(A,M),1 ∈ Cn(B,N) and 01 ∈ Cn−1(B,M), with coboundary  =
(alg0, alg1, T0 − 1− alg01). For Lie algebras the GS cohomology in this case
is precisely that of Frégier [6] (although he does not consider cohomology with coefﬁcients
in a module). Clearly the posetC= (0 → 1) has a terminator and it is easy to verifydirectly
both in the Lie and in the associative cases that an inﬁnitesimal deformation of a diagram
A of algebras is an element of H 2(A,A).
This section has been a brief outline. Details and references in the case of associative
algebras can be found in [12] which summarizes earlier work. For a simple discussion of
the case for a single algebra morphism, including an explicit description of the cup product
there, see [11]. For the cohomology of a small category one should also see particularly the
paper of Baues and Wirsching [2].
We close with an example to show that while the cohomology of a single Lie algebra
has only a trivial cup product there may, in general, be a non-trivial one for a diagram of
Lie algebras. Consider, for example, the case where L is the constant diagram over C with
L(i)=k (viewed as a one-dimensional Lie algebra) for every i and all morphisms L(i → j)
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the identity. Now Cm(k, k) = 0 for m> 1 (since the cochains are skew), C0(k, k) = k
and also C1(k, k) = k (these being k-morphisms of k into k, i.e., just multiplication by
an element of k). All coboundaries vanish. It follows that if  ∈ Cn(L,L) then the only
non-zero components of  are the  for  of dimensions n or n − 1. Writing  for the
nerve of C, we can therefore identify Cn(L,L) with Cn(, k) ⊕ Cn−1(, k). Moreover,
() now is just , so the coboundary operator can be identiﬁed with n ⊕ n−1.
Therefore Hn(L,L) ∼= Hn(, k) ⊕ Hn−1(, k). Suppose now (, ′) ∈ Hr ⊕ Hr−1 and
(	, 	′) ∈ Hs ⊕ Hs−1. Deﬁning (, ′)  (	, 	′) = (  	,   	′ + (−1)s′  	) we
have (, ′)  (	, 	′) = (−1)rs(	, 	′)  (, ′). So in this case, H ∗(L,L) does carry a
natural (super)commutative cup product which is non-trivial whenever that in H ∗(, k) is
non-trivial (but it carries no graded Lie structure).
3. Relative Tor and Ext are Hochschild groups
That the relative Ext groups (for a single algebra) are special cases of Hochschild coho-
mology was already known (at least when the coefﬁcient ring k is a ﬁeld) to Hochschild
[18]. Similarly, in group cohomology relative Tor and Ext are special cases of Hochschild
homology and cohomology, respectively, whenever the relative and absolute groups coin-
cide, cf. [3, Proposition III.2.2, p. 61]. A short proof for Ext using general homological
principles is given in [12, Section 13.7]. Although we need only the case for Ext, we give
here proofs for both Ext and Tor taken from the unpublished paper [15], together with an
intuitive interpretation which may make this basic theorem more understandable (See also
the excellent text of Weibel [21, Lemma 9.1.9].)
Let A be a unital k-algebra and B be a subalgebra with the same unit. A left A-module
morphism f : N → M is B-allowable or B-split if there is a left B-module morphism

 : M → N such that f 
f = f , or equivalently, if ker f and im f are direct B-module
summands of N,M , respectively (Note that the composite of B-split morphisms need not
be B-split.) A bimodule morphism may be split on one side, or, as in the case of the
multiplication map A × A → A on each side separately but not as an Ae = A ⊗ Aop
morphism. (Here, as later,⊗ denotes⊗k .)An exact sequence is calledB-allowablewhenever
each morphism is. A left A-module P is a B-relative projective if given any B-allowable
epimorphism f : N → M and an arbitrary g : P → M there is a morphism h : P → N
with g = f h. The concept of a B-relative projective (or injective) resolution is then clear.
Henceforth when B = k we may omit its mention. (In the following we use “•” to denote
a complex but “∗” to denote a sequence of groups unconnected by any morphisms.) The
categorical bar resolution (cf. [20, p. 270]) of N is given by
P• → N : · · · → A⊗(r+1) ⊗N r−→A⊗r ⊗N → · · · → A⊗N → N → 0,
where
r (a0 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ar ⊗ n)
=
r−1∑
i=0
(−1)i(a0 ⊗ · · · ⊗ aiai+1 ⊗ · · · ar ⊗ n)+ (−1)r (a0 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ar−1 ⊗ arn),
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ai ∈ A,m ∈ M . This is a k-relative projective resolution (The algebra A operates on the
leftmost tensor factor.)WhenN =A it is a resolution of A by A-bimodules. In this case, the
morphisms are split both as right A-module morphisms and as left A-module morphisms
but not both simultaneously, i.e., not as Ae-modules. If M ′ is a right A-module, then the
relative TorA• (M ′, N) is the homology ofM ′⊗AP•, and ifM is a left A-module the relative
Ext∗A(N,M) is the homology of HomA(P•, N). When M is an A-bimodule, then taking
N=A in the bar resolution and viewing all terms asA-bimodules, the Hochschild homology
H∗(A,M) of A with coefﬁcients inM is the homology ofM⊗A−AP• =M⊗AeP•, and the
cohomologyH ∗(A,M) is that of HomAe(P•,M). Observe thatN⊗kM ′ and Homk(N,M)
are A-bimodules (where we have noted k for emphasis): As before, if f ∈ Homk(N,M)
then afb is deﬁned by (af b)(n)= a(f (bn)) for a, b ∈ A, n ∈ N .
Theorem 1 (Hochschild). Let N,M be left A-modules andM ′ be a right A-module. Then
there are natural isomorphisms (i) TorA∗ (M ′, N) ∼= H∗(A,N ⊗M ′) and (ii) Ext(N,M) ∼=
H ∗(A,Hom (N,M)).
Proof. (i) In M ′⊗AP• → M ′⊗AN note that there are natural isomorphisms M ′⊗AN ∼=
A⊗Ae(N⊗kM ′) and M ′⊗AA⊗(r+1)⊗kN ∼= A⊗r⊗kAe⊗Ae(N⊗kM ′). Now we can write
the bar resolution of A as
Pˆ• → A : · · · → A⊗r⊗kAe → · · · → Ae → A
by transposing theﬁrst tensor factorAnext to the last.As themodules in Pˆ•⊗Ae(N⊗kM ′)→
N⊗kM ′ and in M ′⊗AP• → M ′⊗AN are naturally isomorphic, we need only verify that
their boundary maps are identical, which they are. In effect, TorA∗ (M ′, N)) andH∗(A,N ⊗
M ′) are both the homology of the very same sequence, simply read in two different ways.
(ii) In HomA(P•,M)← HomA(N,M) there are natural isomorphisms
HomA(N,M) ∼= HomAe(A,Homk(N,M))
for both sides are just the center of Homk(N,M), i.e., the elements on which left and
right operation by all a ∈ A coincide, and HomA(A⊗(r+1)⊗kN,M) ∼= HomAe(A⊗r ⊗
Ae,Homk(N,M)). The rest is similar to (i). 
Isomorphism (ii) has a natural interpretation in relative Yoneda cohomology, where
ExtnA(N,M) is the set of equivalence classes of allowable n-extensions
E : 0 → M → Mn → · · · → M1 → N → 0.
Denoting Homk(N,M) simply by (N,M), the allowability of this sequence implies the
exactness of the bimodule sequence
(N,E) : 0 → (N,M)→ (N,Mn)→ · · · → (N,M1)→ (N,N)→ 0.
Pulling this back on the right by the bimodule morphism  : A→ (N,N) sending a ∈ A to
left multiplication by a deﬁnes the morphism (N,−) : Ext∗A(N,M)→ H ∗(A, (N,M)).
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For the inverse, note that the categorical bar construction insures that every element of
Hn(A, (N,M)) can be represented by a right A allowable n-extension of A-bimodules
E : 0 → (N,M)→ Mn → · · · → M1 → A→ 0.
Allowability implies thatE⊗AN remains exact. Pushing this forward on the left by the evalu-
ationmap  : (N,M)⊗AN → M deﬁned by f ⊗n → f (n) and identifyingA⊗AN withN
gives a leftA-module n-extension ofN byM. Thismap,(−⊗AN), is the inverse to (N,−).
Note that if N is a relative projective, then the theorem asserts that (N,M) is acyclic as an
A-bimodule.
The rest of this section contains some remarks on homological algebra not essential to
this paper but which may be of independent interest. The relative left global dimension of
an algebra A is the largest n (if such exists) such that there are left A-modules N,M with
relative ExtnA(N,M) = 0, and similarly for the right. The bidimension of A is the largest
n for which there is a an A-bimodule M with Hn(A,M) = 0; this is just the relative left
global dimension of A as a left Ae module. When k is a ﬁeld, the relative dimensions are
just the usual (absolute) ones. We immediately have the following.
Corollary 1. The relative left and right global dimensions of a k algebra A are bounded
by its bidimension.
It follows, for example, that if A is triangular in the sense of [14] i.e., a semidirect
product SJ of a separable subalgebra S and a tensor nilpotent ideal J, one such that
J⊗A · · · ⊗AJ ( times) = 0, then all the above dimensions are strictly less
than .
The poset algebra of a ﬁnite poset I is the algebra of square matrices with rows and
columns indexed by I and with arbitrary elements in the (i, j) place whenever i ≺ j in
the partial order (or i → j if I is considered as a category). If A is such an algebra then
H ∗(A,A) is naturally isomorphic to the simplicial cohomology of the nerve of I with
coefﬁcients in k. While not explicit in [16], the methods there show that the analogous
result holds for homology. (The poset algebra is the same as the algebra A! deﬁned below
in connection with the CCT when all the algebras A(i) are identical with k.) Theorem 1
reduces the computation of Ext andTor for poset algebras to generallymuch easier problems
in simplicial cohomology. Since the homology and cohomology of Tic-Tac–Toe algebras
(twisted forms of poset algebras, cf. [14]) are the same as those of the corresponding poset
algebras, the same is true for them.
Finally, note that in theYoneda theory there is a cupproductExtnA(N,M)×ExtnA(M,L)→
ExtnA(N,L) obtained by splicing, while in the Hochschild theory the obvious map of
cochains induces a cup product
Hn(A, (N,M))×Hm(A, (M,L))→ Hn+m(A, (N,L))
Theorem 2. The isomorphism Ext∗A(N,M)→ H ∗(A, (N,M)) preserves cup products.
The proof is a simple application of the universal properties of Ext∗ and H ∗.
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4. The cohomology of a single Lie algebra and the generalized Koszul resolution
In their classicwork introducing the cohomologyofLie algebras,Chevalley andEilenberg
[5] showed that ifG is a real, compact Lie group and g its Lie algebra, then the cohomology
of g with coefﬁcients in the trivial module R is identical with the real cohomology of G.
Since g annihilates the module, the ﬁrst term on the right in the classical complex below
does not occur; its ﬁrst appearance in print seems to be in [19].
In the classical complex, an n-cochain F of g with coefﬁcients in M is a totally skew
multilinearmap g times · · · times g (n times)→ M , or equivalently, a linearmap∧ng →
M; forn=0 it is simply an element ofM. Denoting the k-module of n-cochains byCn(g,M),
the coboundary map  : Cn → Cn+1 is deﬁned by
(LieF)(a1, . . . , an+1)=
∑
i
(−1)i−1ai ◦ F(a1, . . . , aˇi , . . . , an+1)
+
∑
i<j
(−1)i+jF ([ai, aj ], . . . , aˇi , . . . , aˇj , . . .). (1)
Here, the ai are in g and ◦ denotes the operation of an a ∈ g on an element of M.
We will need the fact that the right-hand side of (1) is just the skew-symmetrized
Hochschild coboundary in the following sense. The symmetric group Sn operates on func-
tions of n variables by setting (F)(x1, . . . , xn)=F(a−11, . . . , a−1n). Let n=
∑
(−1)
where (−1) is the signum of  and let en = (1/n!)n be the skew-symmetrization idem-
potent. For an associative algebra A and A-bimodule M, let CnK(A,M) denote the module
of those n-cochains of A with coefﬁcients in M which are skew in all the variables. For
a1, . . . , an+1 ∈ A, and F ∈ CnK(A,M) the right side is precisely ((n + 1)n+1HochF)
(a1, . . . , an+1), where in place of ai ◦ m we have [ai,m] = aim − mai and [ai, aj ] =
aiaj − ajai . In particular, denoting by AL,ML the Lie algebra and Lie module obtained
respectively from A and M by the commutator multiplication, we have
Theorem 3. There is a natural map H ∗Hoch(A,M)→ H ∗Lie(AL,ML).
A more intrinsic deﬁnition of Lie cohomology is given by Cartan and Eilenberg, in their
foundational work [4]. Let U =Ug be the universal enveloping algebra of g and  : U → k
be the counit. A g-module is then the same as a left module over the associative algebra
U and k becomes a left U-module by setting u = (u) for u ∈ U,  ∈ k. Cartan and
Eilenberg then make the deﬁnition
HnLie(g,M) : =ExtnU (k,M). (2)
On the right one should really understand the relative Ext (which does not yet appear in
[4]). The coefﬁcient ring k can be arbitrary but they prove the basic result that when k is
a ﬁeld, or more generally, when g is free as a k-module, then the following is a (relative)
projective resolution of k as a left U-module,
P• → k : · · · → U ⊗
n∧
g
−→U ⊗
n−1∧
g → · · · → U −→ k → 0 (3)
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where
(u⊗ (a1 ∧ · · · ∧ an))
=
∑
i
(−1)i−1uai ⊗ (a1 ∧ · · · aˇi · · · ∧ an)
+
∑
i<j
(−1)i+j u⊗ ([ai, aj ] ∧ · · · aˇi · · · aˇj · · · ∧ an).
For the proof see e.g. [17, pp. 239–243] or [21, pp. 239–240]. This establishes the equiv-
alence of the new deﬁnition with the original. We can now apply Hochschild’s theorem
of the previous section to rewrite the right-hand side of (2) as Hn(U,Homk(k,M)). As a
k-module Homk(k,M) is just M itself and the deﬁnition of the left U-module structure is
the original operation of U on M. On the right, however, we have mu=m(u). Denote by
M the U-bimodule structure obtained from the left U-module M by giving it this right U
structure. This gives the following, where H ∗Lie(g,M) denotes the cohomology computed
from the classical complex (1).
Theorem 4. Let g be a Lie algebra which is free as a module over its coefﬁcient ring k,
U=Ug be its universal enveloping algebra andM be a g-module. Then there are canonical
isomorphisms
H ∗Lie(g,M) ∼= Ext∗U(k,M) ∼= H ∗Hoch(U,M).
However, we shall need more. Another way to see that H ∗Lie(g,M) ∼= H ∗Hoch(U,M),
which simultaneously exhibits the isomorphism between Lie and Hochschild cohomology
at the level of cocycles, is through the generalized Koszul (GK) resolution. We continue to
assume that g is free as a k-module and that U =Ug is its universal enveloping algebra. Set
P˜n = U ⊗∧ng⊗ U and for n> 0 deﬁne dn : P˜n → P˜n−1 by
dn(u⊗ (a1 ∧ · · · ∧ an)⊗ v)
=
∑
i
(−1)i−1(uai ⊗ (a1 ∧ · · · aˇi · · · ∧ an)⊗ v
− u⊗ (a1 ∧ · · · aˇi · · · ∧ an)⊗ aiv)
+
∑
i<j
(−1)i+j (u⊗ ([ai, aj ] ∧ · · · aˇi · · · aˇj · · · ∧ an)⊗ v).
For n= 0 deﬁne d0=  : U ⊗U → U by u⊗ v → uv. The GK resolution is the following
projective (in fact free) resolution of U as a U-bimodule.
P˜• → U :
· · · → U ⊗
n∧
g⊗ U dn−→U ⊗
n−1∧
g⊗ U → · · · → U ⊗ U −→U → 0 (4)
The classic Koszul resolution of a polynomial ring is the special case in which g is abelian.
The proof that this is in fact a resolution follows precisely that for (4) (cf. again [17]) and
so can be omitted. But now taking HomU(P•,M) and HomU−U(P˜•,M) give the same
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result, namely the complex
Homk(P•,M) :
· · · ← Hom
(
n∧
g,M
)
←−Hom
(
n−1∧
g,M
)
← · · · ← Hom(g,M)← M
(5)
whose cohomology can therefore be read either as H ∗Hoch(U,M) or H ∗Lie(g,M). The
cochains in this complex are all skew and the coboundary is the skew-symmetrized
Hochschild coboundary. In the classic case where g is abelian (hence U a polynomial ring)
andM a symmetric U-module (i.e., one such that am=ma for all m ∈ M,a ∈ U ) then all
the boundary maps dn in (4) are identically zero, so its modules are the cohomology classes.
It follows, in particular, that the cohomology classes in H ∗Hoch(U,M) can be represented
by cocycles which are skew as functions of their variables. Further, we claim that these are
completely determined by their values when all arguments are in g. One can see this from
the GK resolution (4) but here is another argument. The associated graded algebra of U
is a polynomial ring over k. For these, by the theorem of Hochschild–Kostant–Rosenberg
[7] (a consequence of the classic Koszul resolution) cohomology classes are represented
by skew cocycles which are derivations as functions of each individual variable and hence
determined by their values on the generators of the polynomial ring. That is, the correspond-
ing theorem is true for the associated graded algebra. But a ﬁltered algebra such as U is
a deformation of its associated graded algebra [9] and all cocycles of a deformation of an
algebra are liftings of those of the original [10]. Hence no skew cocycle of U can vanish
when all of its variables lie in g unless it is identically zero.
Theorem 5. The isomorphism from H ∗Hoch(U,M) to H ∗Lie(g,M) is induced by the map
taking a skew cocycle representing the class and restricting it to g.
For the g-module M we can take g itself, which has a k-morphism into U; this is an
inclusion when g is free over k.With this we can deﬁne composition of elements ofC∗(g, g)
giving, after skew-symmetrization, the graded Lie structure on H ∗Lie(g, g). The classical
construction of this hook product is given in the next section.
5. The diagram algebra and the cohomology comparison theorem
We begin this section by reviewing some of the basic results of [12]. To every diagram
A of algebras over a small category C we can assign a single diagram algebra A!. The
construction is easily illustrated (and essentially determined) by the case where A is just
a single morphism B
−→A. For the moment, if b ∈ B let us denote (b) by b. Then
A! = B + A + A which, as a k-module is just the direct sum of B and two copies of A,
the second denoted by A. Writing elements of the latter as a, a ∈ A, multiplication is
deﬁned by
(b1 + a1 + a′1)(b2 + a2 + a′2)= b1b2 + a1a2 + (a1a′2 + a′1b2 ).
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Onemay viewA! as the set of upper triangular matrices of the form
(
a
0
a′
b
)
. In the general
case, suppose that = (i0 → i1 → · · · → ip) is a non-degenerate p-simplex in the nerve
of C. Let  denote the algebra morphism A(c) → A(d) associated to the composite
morphism d = i0 → ip = c. For  a 0-simplex, i.e., just an object i of C, let  be the
identity morphism ofA(i). Then
A! =
∏
i∈C
∐
d=i
A(i).
It follows that A! contains the ordinary direct product ∏iA(i) and in particular is unital.
(If C is a poset then  is completely determined by its domain d and codomain c, but
this is not the case in general.)
The multiplication in A! is completely determined by the case for a single morphism,
since all we need to know is how to form a product ab when  = (i0 → · · · →
ip),  = (j0 → · · · → jq) and a ∈ A(i0), b ∈ A(j0). This product is zero unless b is
meaningful, i.e., unless jq = i0, in which case we deﬁne it to be ab where  is the
cup product    namely the simplex (j0 → · · · → jq = i0 → · · · → ip). If we have
an A-module M then we can similarly form M!, which will be a module over A!. The
concepts of a morphism of a diagram of algebras over C and of a morphism of a diagram
of modules over a ﬁxed diagram of algebras are clear, as are the functorial properties of
“!”. In particular, if we have a functor F : DC then we can deﬁne in the obvious way
the pullbacks F∗A of a diagram of algebras and F∗M of a diagram of modules. Recall
that an n-extension E : 0 → M → Mn → · · · → M1 → N → 0 of modules over
an associative k-algebra A is allowable if each morphism is k-split. For left modules the
Yoneda group of equivalence classes of these n-extensions of N by M is isomorphic to the
relative Extn(N,M). A morphism M → M′ of diagrams of modules over a diagram of
algebras A will be called allowable if for each object i of the underlying category C the
A(i)-module morphismM(i) →M′(i) is k-split (One does not require that the splittings
give a commutative diagram.) If E : 0 → M → Mn → · · · → M1 → N → 0 is an
allowable n-extension of modules over A then F∗E : 0 → F∗M → F∗Mn → · · · →
F∗M1 → F∗N→ 0 will be an allowable n-extension of modules over F∗A.
TheYoneda theory applies to extensions of diagrams. In the following, all diagrams are
required to be allowable and we tacitly consider only relative Yoneda theory. There are
enough relative projectives and injectives in the category ofA-modules, and as in the case
of a single algebra, ifM is anA-bimodule thenH ∗(A,M) is canonically isomorphic to the
relativeYoneda bimodule ExtnA−A(A,M)where the subscript indicates that we are dealing
with bimodules andA is viewed as a diagram of bimodules over itself.When the underlying
category is a poset, we then have the following basic case of the Cohomology Comparison
Theorem, cf. [12,13].
Theorem 6 (Special cohomology comparison theorem). Let C be a poset andA be a dia-
gram of algebras overC. (i) If M,N are leftA-modules then there is natural isomorphism
ExtnA(N,M)
∼−→ExtnA!(N!,M!),
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where the left-hand side denotes the module of equivalence classes of relative Yoneda n-
extensions and on the right one has the relative Ext. (ii) If M is anA-bimodule, then there
is a natural isomorphism
Hn(A,M)
∼−→Hn(A!,M!).
The theorem implies that if C is a poset then Hn(A,A) carries the structure of a Ger-
stenhaber algebra since Hn(A!,A!) does. The operations are somewhat complicated to
describe in the general case but for a diagram reduced to a single algebra morphism they
are given explicitly in [11].
To extend the CCT to an arbitrary small category, we need the barycentric subdivision
functor Sub : C′C, of which there are varying deﬁnitions in the literature; the following
is the correct one here. First, for every integer p0 let [p] denote the totally ordered set
{0, 1, . . . , p}. A non-degenerate p-simplex  of C is then just a functor from [p] to C such
that no morphism (m→ m+ 1) is an identity morphism ofC; these are the objects ofC′.
(Note, however, that Cmay have loops and the composite of several of the morphisms in 
can be an identity as in the case, for example, whenC is a ﬁnite group.) Set Sub()=(0).
If  : [q]C is a (non-degenerate) q-simplex then by a “factorization of  through ”, we
mean the triple consisting of , , and a strictly increasing map f : [p] → [q] such that
= f . This implies that (0)= (f 0). A second factorization = f ′ will be considered
equivalent to the ﬁrst if the maps (0 → f 0) and (0 → f ′0) are identical (This does not
imply that f (0) = f ′(0) again because the composite of several morphisms in  may be
an identity morphism.) The morphisms →  in C′ are these equivalence classes and Sub
sends the class to the map (0 → f 0) in C. Equivalently, a map  →  is a triple(, , v)
where v is a map from (0) to (i) for some i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , q} such that  has a factorization
as f with v=(0 → f 0). Composition is then given by {, , v}{,, w}={, , vw} (In
[12] multiplication is written in the “diagrammatic” order and appears reversed.) Observe
now that if p>q then there can be no maps from a simplex  of dimension p to a  of
dimension q, and if p= q then the only possibility is the identity morphism of . Therefore
C′ is a “delta”— maps go only one way. The second barycentric subdivision C′′ is a poset.
Denoting Sub∗A byA′ and similarly for modules one has the following.
Theorem 7 (Invariance under subdivision). IfM,N are left A-modules then the natural
map Ext∗A(N,M)→ Ext∗A′(N′,M′) is an isomorphism. IfM is anA-bimodule then there
is a natural isomorphism H ∗(A,M)→ H ∗(A′,M′).
The isomorphism in the foregoing theorem actually preserves the full G algebra structure.
Consequently the spaces of equivalence classes of deformations of A and A′ are identical
(The theoremwould be trivial if subdivision preserved relative projectives or injectives. Un-
fortunately, it generally preserves neither.)WritingA!! forA′′! and combining the preceding
two theorems gives in particular the following result brieﬂy stated in the ﬁrst section.
Theorem 8 (Cohomology comparison theorem). (i) IfN,M are diagrams of left modules
overA then there is a natural isomorphism
ExtA(N,M) ∼= ExtA!!(N!!,M!!).
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(ii) IfM is a diagram of bimodules overA then here is a natural isomorphism
H ∗(A,M)→ H ∗(A!!,M!!).
Suppose now that we have a diagram L of Lie algebras and a diagramM of Lie modules
over it. We can form L! and M! which will be, respectively, a single Lie algebra and a
single Lie module over that algebra, but in the Lie case the construction behaves badly,
since in general Hn(L!,M!)Hn(L,M). (Consider, for example the case of a single mor-
phism between two one-dimensional Lie algebras, with module equal to the diagram itself.)
However, each L(i) has its associated universal enveloping algebra U(i) and with these we
can form the associative diagramU. From the fact that (4) can be read as giving either Lie
or Hochschild cohomology (and using the “generalized simplicial bar” resolution of [12])
we then have H ∗(L,M) = H ∗(U,M) with the obvious notation. We can now apply the
Cohomology Comparison Theorem to conclude the following.
Theorem 9 (CCT for Lie algebras). Suppose that L is a diagram of Lie algebras over the
small category C and that M is a diagram of modules over L. Let U be the diagram of
universal enveloping algebras associated to L. Then H ∗(L,M) is naturally isomorphic to
H ∗(U′′!,M ′′!)= : H ∗(U!!,M!!) (or simply to H ∗(U!,M!) if the underlying category
is already a poset).
While this transfers certain questions about the deformation of a diagram of Lie algebras
to ones about a single associative algebra it leaves open the question of the existence of a
gradedLie structure onH ∗(U,L). Returning to the case of a single Lie algebra g, there does
exist a graded Lie (hook product onH ∗(g, g)which can be described at the cochain level as
follows. If f m ∈ Cm(g, g), gn ∈ Cn(g, g) then the hook product f m _∧ gn ∈ Cm+n−1(g, g)
is deﬁned by
f
_∧ g(a1, . . . , am+n−1)=
∑′
(−1)f (g(a1, . . . , an), a(n+1), . . . , a(m+n−1)),
where′ is the sum over those permutations  (“pure shufﬂes”) such that 1<2< · · ·<n
and (n+ 1)< · · ·<(m+ n− 1), and where (−1) denotes the signum of . Setting
[f m, gn]
_∧ = f _∧ g − (−1)(m−1)(n−1)g _∧ f
deﬁnes a graded Lie bracket on Cm(g, g) which descends to cohomology. (That is, the
bracket of cocycles is again a cocycle and of a cocycle and a coboundary is a coboundary,
so it is deﬁned on the cohomology classes.) The problem now is to describe what happens to
this bracket under the isomorphismH ∗(g, g) ∼→H ∗(Ug, g). As a k-module g is identical
with g which in turn may be viewed as a k-submodule of U (assuming, as we do, that g is
free as a k-module) so the composition product as originally deﬁned in [8] of an element of
C∗(Ug, g) into one of C∗(U,U) is well deﬁned. We can therefore form the hook product
and its graded commutator,which, in viewof (5), descends to the cohomology level andgives
the graded Lie product whose existence is assured by the isomorphism of cohomologies.
Some low dimensional cases can, however be addressed directly. In particular for a single
Lie algebra g, recall that its module of inﬁnitesimal deformations is H 2Lie(g, g), which is
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naturally isomorphic to H 2Hoch(Ug, g), where again g is understood as a bimodule over
U=Ug. If  ∈ H 2Hoch(Ug, g) (and if division by 2 is possible) then the primary obstruction
to  viewed as an inﬁnitesimal deformation is its ‘square’, i.e., its hook product with itself.
For a diagram of Lie algebras L with associated diagram U of universal enveloping
algebras, one can consider L ′′!= : L!! as a k-submodule ofU!!. This allows composition
of cochains, hence a hook product, but there is no single Lie algebra whose universal
enveloping algebra is U′′! so Theorem 5 does not apply. We conjecture, however, that it
gives a right pre-Lie structure whose graded commutator descends to the cohomology and
produces a graded Lie product on H ∗(U!!,L!!) (Computation might be simpliﬁed by the
methods of [1].) Assuming the existence of a terminator, the inﬁnitesimal deformations
can again be identiﬁed with the elements of H 2(U!!,L!!) (because this is identical with
H 2(L,L)), but computation of the square is now more difﬁcult and we have not veriﬁed
that it is the primary obstruction.
Another approach to the cohomology of a diagram of Lie algebras uses the Rees ring
of the universal enveloping algebra (which has a natural ﬁltration); it will be treated in
a separate note. Combining that approach with the present one might help to answer the
questions left open here.
6. Diagrams of complexes and the mapping cone
Suppose thatwe have a diagramof cochain complexes, i.e., a contravariant functorK from
a small category C to the category of cochain complexes (over the coefﬁcient ring k) and
(co)chain mappings. We should like to construct from this a single complex K! analogous
to a diagram algebra and which in a natural way generalizes the classical mapping cone
for the case of the simplest example, a single cochain mapping f : K ′ → K cf. [20,
pp. 46–47] or [21, pp. 18–21]. So suppose that for every object i of C we have a cochain
complex K(i) : · · · → K(i)n →K(i)n+1 → · · · and for every morphism i → j of C we
have a (co)chain mappingK(i → j) : K(j)→ K(i). Although the notation is ambiguous
(since there may be more than one morphism i → j in C) for simplicity we will denote
this morphism by f ji . Some choices are possible in the deﬁnition of Cp,q ; we deﬁne it to
be the module of all functions which send a q-simplex  = (i0 → · · · → iq) ∈ Cq(C) to
an element of K(i0)p whose coboundary lies in f K(iq)p+1, where f  is the composite
of the f ir+1ir coming from . The image of  under  ∈ Cp,q will be denoted again by
. As before, those faces r with 0<r <q have the same domain and codomain as 
sof i1i00 and all r for 0<r <q lie in f Kipq but there is generally no natural way
to map r into that module. (An important exception is the case where C is a group or
more generally, a groupoid; the present methods would then give a form of equivariant
cohomology). In general, therefore, we deﬁne
ˇ = f i1i00 +
q−1∑
r=1
(−1)rr,
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where ˇ indicates that the last term in the expected boundary formula has been omitted.
We again have commuting coboundaries, the algebraic alg : Cp,q → Cp+1,q coming
from the cochain complexes and the (modiﬁed) simplicial s : Cp,q → Cp,q+1 deﬁned
by (s) = ˇ. Finally, set Cn(K) = ⊕p+q=nCp,q . The total coboundary  : Cn →
Cn+1 deﬁned by () = s() + (−1)dim alg() does have square equal to zero
so we may deﬁne the cohomology groups H ∗(K) to be those of this double complex.
Consider now the special case where C = (0 → 1) so we have a single chain mapping
f = f 10 : K(1) → K(0). An n-cochain  then is a triple (0,1,01), where 0 ∈
K(0)n,1 ∈ K(1)n and 01 ∈ K(0)n−1 is an element whose coboundary lies in fK(1)n.
We have (0,1,01) = (0, 1, f1 − 01). One can see from this formula that
the cohomology of the complex just constructed has H ∗(K(0)) as a direct summand. For
a more general small category C this will be the case for any object i of C for which
there is no morphism j → i other than the identity morphism of i. We therefore lose no
information by dropping all corresponding terms from our cochains, obtaining a reduced
cochain complex. In our example of a single chain map, the cochains are now reduced to
(1,01) the coboundary of which is (1, f1 − 01) (For this to be a cocycle 01
must lie in fK(1) so here it was not necessary to impose that condition in advance.) The
reduced complex in the special case of a single chain map is now precisely the algebraic
mapping cone (except that we have chosen to deal with cohomology instead of homology
and have taken our choice of signs from that dictated by the simplicial boundary):K(0) is
included (with dimension shifted by 1) into it as the subcomplex of all cochains of the form
(0,01) and the quotient by this subcomplex is justK(1).
The mapping cylinder can be obtained by an analogous construction. Take for C the
poset {0, 0′, 1} where 0 → 1 and 0′ → 1 but 0 and 0′ are not comparable. If K(0 → 1) :
K(1)→ K(0) is, as above, the cochain map whose mapping cylinder we wish to construct
then takeK(0′) to be identical withK(1) andK(0′ → 1) to be the identity map. The nerve
of C now has ﬁve simplices, namely (0), (0′), (1), (0, 1), (0′, 1) so a cochain will formally
have ﬁve components. However, the cohomology of the resulting cochain complex will
now have both H ∗(K(0)) and H ∗(K(0′)) (which are identical) as direct summands, so no
information will be lost if we now reduce the cochain complex by dropping the components
corresponding to the vertices (0) and (0′). The resulting complex, in which cochains now
have only three components, is the mapping cylinder.
Finally, note that if a cochain map between complexes has arisen from a continuous
map between topological spaces then the cohomology of the algebraic mapping cone is
the cohomology of the geometric one. This suggests that more generally if our diagram
of complexes has arisen from a diagram of topological spaces then the cohomology of the
single complex we have constructed should again be that of a single space constructed from
the diagram of spaces, at least in the case where the underlying category is a ﬁnite poset.
That question is open.
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